Direct Project Funding

Any publications arising from a project directly funded by the NIHR Imperial BRC must acknowledge the funding source and include a disclaimer:

“This research/study/project was funded/support by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre (BRC). The views expressed are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the NIHR or the Department of Health and Social Care.”

Co-funding

If your research has been co-funded or received support from multiple organisations, including if it was other NIHR infrastructure, please include them all:

“This research was co-funded by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre (BRC), <funder 1>, <funder 2>, and was supported by <infrastructure name(s)> (e.g. NIHR Imperial CRF, Imperial College ECMC, NIHR Imperial PSTRC, NIHR London MIC, etc.).”

Funding of Salaries

If a researcher’s salary is paid by the BRC in full or in part (e.g. contributions to clinical academic salaries), ALL of their publications should acknowledge BRC support:

“<Researcher’s name/initials> is/was supported by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre (BRC).”

Infrastructure and Indirect Support

Any outputs related to patient-based, clinical and/or experimental medicine research at Imperial should include acknowledgement of the NIHR Imperial BRC. This is because the BRC provides funding for essential infrastructure including, but not limited to: technology platforms (genotyping, metabolic phenotyping, imaging, flow cytometry); training schemes; tissue banking; informatics support; information governance; clinical trials unit; key NHS support services (e.g. pharmacy, radiology, pathology); research nurses and trial coordinators; project support; and research management and governance support.

“Infrastucture support for this research was provided by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) (<others, e.g. NIHR Imperial CRF, Imperial College ECMC, NIHR Imperial PSTRC, NIHR London MIC, etc.).”

Animal Work

The NIHR does not fund studies solely based on animal models. However, if a publication involves animal work supported by another funder and a patient focused element funded by the BRC, acknowledgement must be included:

“The in vitro and patient research was funded by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre (BRC), <funder 1>, <funder 2>. All animal work described in this study was funded by <funder 3>.”

Official names of NIHR Infrastructure at Imperial:

- NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre
- NIHR Imperial Clinical Research Facility
- NIHR Imperial Patient Safety Translational Research Centre
- NIHR Imperial College Experimental Cancer Medicine Centre
- NIHR London Medtech and In vitro diagnostic Co-operative
- NIHR Health Protection Research Unit in Healthcare Associated Infections and Antimicrobial Resistance
- NIHR Health Protection Research Unit in Modelling Methodology
- NIHR Health Protection Research Unit in Respiratory Infections
- NIHR Imperial College London School for Public Health Research

Visit our website for additional guidance and sample text: imperialbrc.nihr.ac.uk
Inform us of upcoming outputs and we can support dissemination: BRCofficer@imperial.ac.uk